
Name:___________________________ 
 

SPLAT the STICKY sounds in the STICKY WORDS 
 

Write each word in the set boxes to the right.  SPLAT the letter or letters that do not sound as they should by coloring 
them yellow, like sticky honey. Circle/Loop letters together that form one sound or that make a blend. 

 

1)  two    
 

2)  eight      

 

 
 
Read  the  sentences.  Circle  the  words  from  above. 
 
 

1)  I  put  all  eight  of  the  marbles  into  my   
    bag. 
 
2)  Two  of  the  seven  ducks  swam  in  the     
    pond. 
 
 
Read the words in the grid below that contain the rare “eigh” spelling for /A/.  Color the 
“eigh” spelling with a yellow crayon. 
 
 

neigh sleigh weigh weight 
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Circle the number word based on picture.  Be careful, because 
the order of the words changes. 

Circle the Number 1-10 

ten three 
seven four 
eight five 

six eight 
one two 
four nine 

three nine 
eight four 
six two 

one eight 
two seven 
ten three 

six four 
one eight 

seven ten 

seven five 
nine two 

three eight 

three six 
five one 
two seven 

nine seven 
six eight 

three four 

ten three 
eight four 
nine two 
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Name:________________________________________ Sort by Spelling #2 

/er/ spellings 

Read each word in the grid below.  Each word has one spelling for the sound /er/.  Sort 
the words by WHICH spelling the word has: er, ir, ur. 

after hurt better 

fern bird shirt 

purple stir burn 

 

er
 

___________________       ___________________      ___________________ 

  

ir
 

___________________       ___________________      ___________________ 

 

ur
 

___________________       ___________________      ___________________ 
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Read the phrases below.  Color or circle  
the pictures with the correct color  
according to the written phrases. 

Color by Color 
 

   

   

   

   
 

purple  puzzle pink  bird purple  truck 

red  yarn blue  bottle yellow  brush 

red  fork yellow  hay green  cart 

green  ring black  four purple  fur 
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